Brugada syndrome (BrS) is an inherited disease with an increased risk of sudden cardiac death (SCD). However, testing identifies genetic disorders in only 20-30% of patients analysed, indicating a gap in knowledge of its genetic aetiology. Diagnosis relies on ECG, and risk stratification in BrS patients is challenging, primarily because of the complexity of the issue. As a result, clinicians fail to provide the appropriate strategy for SCD prevention for many patients. Several variables and interventions are being studied to improve diagnostics and maximise patient protection. In addition, the scientific community must increase efforts to provide patient care according to knowledge and research for improving stratification of risk. In this article, the authors summarise contemporary evidence on clinical variables and provide an overview of future directions in risk stratification and SCD prevention.
Brugada syndrome (BrS) is an inherited disease with an increased risk of sudden cardiac death (SCD). Despite the wide spectrum of clinical manifestations, young and apparently healthy individuals are the most frequently affected by this devastating event.
1,2 During the last 20 years, the genetic basis of Brugada syndrome has been extensively investigated, leading to major changes in gene encoding of the alpha-subunit of the Nav1.5 (SCN5A, driving the fast depolarising sodium current), the gene most frequently associated with functional abnormalities underlying arrhythmogenicity. However, testing identifies genetic disorders in only 20-30% of the patients analysed, indicating a big gap in knowledge and understanding of the genetic aetiology of the syndrome. 3, 4 Indeed, diagnosis relies on conventional ECG, with a record of the type 1 BrS pattern -occurring either spontaneously or provoked with a sodium channel blocker -being the necessary condition for diagnosis ( Figure 1 ). 5, 6 The first investigation into a plausible relationship between the characteristic ECG tracing and the risk of SCD was performed in the late 1980s. 7 However, it was not until 1992 that the Brugada brothers popularised the syndrome and provided strong evidence for a distinct clinical entity causing SCD in patients with apparently normal heart structure. 8 Since the first descriptions reporting high mortality, the incidence of SCD has been declining and remains a source of debate. It is now clear that the population of patients with BrS is heterogeneous. Some patients accumulate the highest risk for developing malignant ventricular arrhythmias, while others follow a benign course with a long life expectancy. This may be because BrS is a dynamic entity, with ECG patterns alternating between the different types and normal records in the same patient. This situation creates uncertainty because, if conditions are changing, our risk stratification may need to be recalculated with time. What makes the heart of a patient with BrS change from periodic rhythmicity to the sudden turbulence of fibrillation that renders the heart unable to pump blood?
Can we predict that transition and take preventative measures?
In such a complex scenario, risk stratification emerges as the key issue in clinical practice. In this article, we summarise contemporary evidence on clinical variables and provide an overview of future directions in risk stratification and SCD prevention.
Syncope and Sudden Cardiac Arrest
Prior cardiac arrest is the strongest factor predicting recurrence of ventricular arrhythmias and SCD. There is no doubt about the convenience of an ICD in this clinical scenario. However, conclusions about the link with syncope -believed to be the consequence of self-limited ventricular arrhythmias in a significant proportion of patients -are less certain. In some studies, history of syncope was strongly associated with an increased risk of SCD, with about four-times greater risk compared with asymptomatic patients. 3, 9 The clinical presentation of the syncope may help to distinguish between malignant syncope as a result of polymorphic ventricular tachycardia or fibrillation, and neuromediated syncope, which is the most frequent cause of syncope in BrS and confers a benign prognosis. 
Asymptomatic Brugada Syndrome Patients
Asymptomatic patients with BrS tend to display a more benign disease course than those with symptoms. In several studies and registries the incidence of arrhythmic events or sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) in asymptomatic patients was between 0.8% and 1.0% per year. 3, 11 However, some studies demonstrate that most of the BrS patients experiencing a SCA were previously asymptomatic and were classified as at low-risk of arrhythmic events. 12 In addition, the risk seems to be cumulative with time. Some clinical series demonstrated that the cumulative risk at 10 years of follow-up progressed linearly up to 10%. 13 Such a situation remains unacceptable from a clinical point of view and suggests a need for better methods of risk stratification to predict low-risk arrhythmic events, which have tremendous clinical relevance. Thus, the more up to date the risk stratification of asymptomatic BrS patients is, the more relevant it is for decision making in clinical practice.
Two combined strategies might provide efficient clinical management.
One strategy is effective lifestyle measures, including advising patients to avoid situations with increased risk for arrhythmic events -for example, avoid drugs with potential adverse effects and promptly seek treatment for any episodes of fever -and reminding them of the role of syncope as an alarm symptom to which they should pay special attention. We have previously suggested that patients without an ICD experiencing a SCA have better surveillance if they previously had a premonitory syncope. 2 Time-to-contact with medical services should not be delayed in cases of newly detected syncope because these patients would benefit from urgent evaluation.
Another strategy is the employment of multi-parameter scores in an attempt to improve stratification of risk and detect special cohorts of asymptomatic patients with increased risk. Based on some risk variables -aborted SCD, syncope, male gender, spontaneous type 1 pattern, family history of SCD, sinus node dysfunction or VF induction -the incidence of SCD in these patients can be reasonably well predicted. Although these scores may have future importance, they are not yet validated in an external sample, so their usefulness in clinical practice is still unknown. Another criticism is that none of the models were specifically constructed from cohorts of asymptomatic patients, so validation will require additional efforts.
14 This article will now provide evidence regarding individual variables in the risk stratification of BrS patients. 
Spontaneous Versus Induced Type 1 Brugada ECG Pattern

Gender, Family History and Genetic Testing
The incidence of SCD peaks in young men, with the highest risk in those under 40 years old. Women and elderly patients are usually considered to be at lower risk. Overall, women have a lower incidence of BrS and lower risk of SCD than men. [15] [16] [17] Despite this, the influence of gender and age as variables for risk stratification continues to be a matter of discussion, probably because of the wide variety of precipitating factors and circumstances that surround episodes of SCD in patients with BrS. 2 In fact, age and gender have never been proven as an indication for ICD implantation. Risk Stratification in Brugada Syndrome
The role of information provided by relatives and genetic testing in risk stratification is also not clear. To date, a positive family history of BrS or SCD is not consistently associated with an increased risk of SCD in BrS patients. However, some authors propose that those variables should be considered for clinical decision making as they might modulate the risk in combination with other variables. That is the case for programmed ventricular stimulation (PVS) attempting VF induction, which seems to increase predictability in BrS patients with a positive family history of SCD. 18 In the same way, the effect of mutations in different genes that have causative relationships with BrS -including SC5NA mutations -display contradictory results in the literature. 11, 19, 20 Overall, this has been an extensive area of research with disappointing results; first, because of the low incidence of causative mutationsnot exceeding 30% of patients -and second, because of the high heterogeneity in the mutations found and in the patients' profiles, which makes it difficult to draw general conclusions.
Programmed Ventricular Stimulation
The role of PVS for risk stratification has been debated since its first description in the late 1990s. The potential benefits of the technique are not agreed upon, with some authors describing VF induction as a strong predictor of SCD, 21 while others failed to confirm any significant association. 3 Sustained VF can be induced in up to 40% of BrS patients (Figure 2A ), which is significantly higher than the induction rate found in the general population. be done (number of pacing sites, number of extra stimuli, and so on), as the more aggressive the protocol is the higher the rate of false positive results and the lower the specificity we achieve. 24 A twoextra-stimuli PVS protocol would probably be the most accurate for risk stratification. 1 Moreover, VF induction may be dependent on the basal risk profile of the patient. In symptomatic patients with malignant syncope, VF induction does not seem to add additional value for stratification of risk.
For asymptomatic BrS patients, the interpretation is contradictory, with some groups suggesting a relevant role in deciding on ICD implantation in primary prevention, 25 while others do not support that conclusion. 3 In a meta-analysis, VF inducibility correlated with SCD, with an inverse relationship between the number of extra stimuli needed to induce VF and the risk of SCD. 21 However, it was also found that non-inducibility 
Future Directions in Risk Stratification and Prevention of Sudden Cardiac Death
There is a need for improved sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of BrS. Provocative testing with drugs blocking the sodium channel provides a sensitivity of around 80%. Ajmaline looks superior to flecainide and may help to clarify diagnosis in patients with suspected false negative responses to flecainide. 5 The time for monitoring seems to influence the result of provocative testing with flecainide, with extended monitoring time allowing detection of late positive responses. 6 In addition, routine performance of ECG recording, ECG recording during fever episodes and alternative provocative testing, such as the full stomach test and exercise testing, may also be recommended for borderline cases in which a false negative response is suspected and cardiac syncope alerts to a risky clinical situation. [27] [28] [29] [30] insights. 36 In a wide population of patients at risk of ventricular arrhythmias, including BrS patients, the spectral properties of the highfrequency content behave distinctly compared with controls at low risk ( Figure 3) . Those frequency components might reflect a substrate for conduction delay or even voltage gradients promoting phase-two re-entry, which leads some investigators to associate their presence with an increased risk of SCD. Usually demonstrated with a signalaveraged ECG, other novel techniques are now under investigation. [36] [37] [38] However, validity in the BrS population still requires confirmation.
The role of drugs in preventing arrhythmic events in BrS patients is an area of interest. In particular, those drugs with a blockade effect in transient outward potassium current may have a special role 
